History Notebook
A historical journey

FROM THE END OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR TO THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR
PAGES 4-5

In what way does this photo show that he is an authoritarian leader?
 The uniform, the warlike attitude…
Place Great Britain and Germany in the table below:
Victors
Vanquished
United States Germany
Italy
France
Great Britain

Look at the photos on the wall. Can you tell that Germany is getting ready for the war?
Explain you answer.
 Weaponry, military parades...

FROM « PHONEY WAR » TO FRENCH DEFEAT

PAGES 6-7
Link up these three sentences to the documents.
Civilians have to:
 Take refuge in shelters
 Use a gas mask
 Buy war bonds to finance military operations

In this caricature: what is this English soldier looking at in the sky?
 England and his empire stand alone against Nazi Germany
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FRANCE IS OCCUPIED
PAGE 8
Write the names of the two zones on the map.

Occupied
zone or
German
Occupation
zone
« Free

Put these words in the right space:



zone »,
where the
authoritarian
Vichy regime
remained
sovereign.
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What does this handshake represent?
o
f
 The Collaboration between France and Germany.
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a
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DAILY LIFE UNDER THE OCCUPATION
c
e
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ef
Complete
the sentences with these three words: Nazi, bombardments, bicycles
e
a
 This poster was pasted up by the Nazi occupant.
t
e
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 Petrol is unobtainable. People use bicycles.
 Behind this cellar window, civilians protect themselves from bombardments.

THE FRENCH RESISTANCE / RESIST FROM LONDON
PAGE 10-11
This Resistance fighter is called: Jean Moulin

Name: General de Gaulle speaking on the BBC on 18 June 1940, or the “Appeal of 18th June”.

What are the actions taken by the Resistance in France? Link up these sentences to the
photo.




They help the people wanted by the Germans by giving them false ID papers.
They carry out acts of sabotage against the Germans.
The denounce the Nazi propaganda, and appeal to the Resistance by spreading leaflets
and undergrounds newspapers.

This poster shows a “V”. what does this letter mean? Tick the right answer.
 Victory
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FROM EUROPEAN WAR TO WORLD WAR
PAGES 12-13
Who does this beret belong to?
 Field Marshal Montgomery.
Complete the sentence below:
 In the Atlantic, the German submarines attack the allied ships, jeopardizing the supply
in material of Great Britain.
Here are three statements about the invasion of the USSR, on 22nd June 1941. Score out the
wrong statement.
 The Russians manage to fight off the German army straight away.
Look at the press headlines and the two posters. Which event do they refer to?
 The attack on Pearl Harbor by the Imperial Japanese navy.
What is the consequence of this attack?
 The United States enter the war.

FROM PERSECUTION TO EXTERMINATION
PAGES 14-15
Look at this photo taken in occupied France during the war and explain what it shows.
 Parisian kids playing in a park in which Jews are not allowed to go, according to the
anti-Semitic laws established in France during the German Occupation.
Link up the words to the corresponding images:





Humiliation
Deportation
Exclusion
Marking with a star

Look at the big red wall called “Extermination camps” and write down the name of two
extermination camps:
 Chelmno, Birkenau (+ Majdanek, Sobibor, Treblinka and Belzec)
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TOTAL WAR
PAGE 16
Complete the three boxes above with the following words: soldier, farmer, blue-collar
worker

Write down the name of this game:
 Bomb Tokyo

THE END OF THE WAR
PAGE 17
Write down the name of the three countries that were at the Yalta Conference.
 Churchill. Country: Great Britain
 Roosevelt. Country: United States
 Stalin. Country: USSR
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THE ALLIES GET READY FOR D-DAY / THE D-DAY OBJECTS
PAGES 18-19
Link up these three sentences to the corresponding photos.





In August 1943, the Anglo-Americans decide to land on the West of Europe. It will be
Normandy.
The American General Dwight Eisenhower is entrusted with the organization of D-Day.
His staff meet in Southwick Park.
The troops and the materials are assembled in cities in the South of England.
Entrainment can start.

Observe the showcase of this room, find these objects, and write down what they were used
for during the Landings.






British aircraft dropped
several hundred dummy
parachutists
nicknamed
Rupert. The purpose of this
deception manoeuvre was
to mislead the German
command over the actual
English-French
conversation
manual
landing
site so as
to divert
given to USany
soldiers
before
the
reinforcements. DDay landing.

First-aid box recovered from a
German half-track destroyed
during the Mortain counterattack.
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In 1944, André Heinz was a 24
years old Resistance fighter
from Caen. In early June, he
was able to listen to the BBC on
this set hidden in a food tin.
Since the German had
forbidden
people
from
listening to English radio, it was
buried in a barrel of dried beans
at
the back
the cellar.
Helmet
of ofthe
73th Heinz
Field
picked
messagespierced
intended
ArtilleryupRegiment,
by
to
the
French
piecesinform
of shrapnel.
Resistance of the imminence of
the Allied landings.

US Army “K. Ration”.

6TH JUNE 1944 / D-DAY
PAGES 20-21
Which country doe the D-Day ships leave from?
 England
On the map, indicate the name of the five D-Day beaches.
 Sword, Juno, Gold, Omaha, Utah
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Which region did Hitler think the Allies would land on? Write down your answer.
 The Nord-Pas de Calais, in the North of France
Complete the sequence below using the following dates: 25th August 1944, 6th June 1944
 6th June 1944: Invasion of Normandy
 25th August 1944: Liberation of Paris

REMEMBERING THE SECOND WORLD WAR
PAGE 22

Link up these two photos that illustrate the remembrance of the Second World War in
Normandy to their caption:




Remembering British pilots and the role of the allied Air Force during the
Battle of Normandy.
Remembering American soldiers.
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